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resource definition meaning dictionary com
May 19 2024

resource definition a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be readily drawn
upon when needed see examples of resource used in a sentence

resource definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 18 2024

the meaning of resource is a source of supply or support an available means usually used in
plural how to use resource in a sentence synonym discussion of resource

resource definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Mar 17 2024

a useful or valuable possession or quality that a person or organization has for example money
time or skills have the resources to do sth the company has the resources and infrastructure to
manage a global brand we lack the resources to do the job properly

resource definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Feb 16 2024

a resource is any personal talent or outside supply that can be tapped for help or support
resource comes from an old french word meaning relief or recovery which certainly ties in with
the idea of a resource being something that offers necessary aid

resource english meaning cambridge dictionary
Jan 15 2024

a useful or valuable possession or quality that a person or organization has for example money
time or skills have the resources to do sth the company has the resources and infrastructure to
manage a global brand we lack the resources to do the job properly

resource definition meaning yourdictionary
Dec 14 2023

resource definition something that is available for use or that can be used for support or help
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resource definition in american english collins english
Nov 13 2023

1 countable noun the resources of an organization or person are the materials money and
other things that they have and can use in order to function properly some families don t have
the resources to feed themselves adequately 2 countable noun

resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage
Oct 12 2023

definition of resource noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage
Sep 11 2023

resource countable usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a
person has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and
other natural resources we do not have the resources money to update our computer software

resource wikipedia
Aug 10 2023

resource refers to all the materials available in our environment which are technologically
accessible economically feasible and culturally sustainable and help us to satisfy our needs
and wants resources can broadly be classified according to their availability as renewable or
national and international resources

resource n meanings etymology and more oxford
english
Jul 09 2023

resource is one of the 1 000 most common words in modern written english it is similar in
frequency to words like affect below girl original and seek it typically occurs about 100 times
per million words in modern written english
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resource definition meaning britannica dictionary
Jun 08 2023

resource meaning 1 something that a country has and can use to increase its wealth usually
plural 2 a supply of something such as money that someone has and can use when it is
needed

how to use resource in a sentence unpacking the term
May 07 2023

whether you are a student writer or professional understanding how to use resource effectively
in a sentence is essential in this article we will explore the proper usage of resource and
provide examples to help you master this word

prepositions used with resource of for to in or on
Apr 06 2023

in 7 of cases for resource is used look for resources that deal with similar topics to your own
site the intrinsic elements provide effective means for resource description and identification
asia hunger for resources to fuel its growth is driving up the cost of energy and base metals

examples of resource in a sentence merriam webster
Mar 05 2023

noun definition of resource synonyms for resource oil is essentially their only resource the
computer laboratory is an essential resource for students if the world needed oil that would be
a large resource area to go to cbs news 21 july 2021 this despite living in one of the most
resource rich places in the world

resource synonyms 49 similar and opposite words
merriam
Feb 04 2023

synonyms for resource opportunity recourse resort possibility substitute replacement relief
expedient antonyms of resource liabilities debts indebtedness

what it means to be a resource for others axiapr com
Jan 03 2023

being a resource means helping whenever you can it sounds simple but it can have major
impacts on your company such as solving issues more easily establishing a reputation as an
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expert and carving out a niche for your company pr hack of the week be a resource watch on
how to be a resource

bear be a resource
Dec 02 2022

bear be a resource is a 501 c 3 non profit organization improving lives by providing hope and
help for at risk and cps involved children and their caretakers in the greater houston area

health as a resource for everyday life advancing the
Nov 01 2022

first introduced in the ottawa charter for health promotion health is commonly defined by
practitioners policy makers and scholars as a resource for everyday life however despite
frequent references to health as a resource little attention has been paid to the meaning of
this one line phrase

14 tips to create an effective strategy for resource
planning
Sep 30 2022

1 dream big but start small have a big dream but start small do an initial check of the capacity
and demand of a certain product or service thus maximizing its benefits before venturing on to
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